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The hypothesis is suggested that there exist in nature two types of neutrinos v1 and v2, which 
have the same longitudinal polarization but different leptonic charges, and which form, together 
with the electron and the J.1. meson, two isotopic leptonic doublets ( v1e) and ( V2J.l.). The lep
tonic charges of the electron and the J.1. meson are also opposite. The laws of conservation of 
isotopic spin, leptonic charge, and chirality uniquely determine the character of the J.1. decay 
and give selection rules that forbid various unobserved reactions involving leptons. 

l. The discovery of the noninvariance of the laws 
of nature under mirror imaging has led to a revi
sion of the properties of one of the most interesting 
of the elementary particles, the neutrino. The re
sult has been the development of the theory of the 
two-component neutrino,1- 3 whose wave function is 
an eigenfunction of the chirality operator y 5• The 
problem of the neutrino, however, cannot yet be 
regarded as solved. Ya. B. Zel'dovich4 has pointed 
out the interesting possibility of describing the weak 
interactions involving leptons in terms of isotopic
ally invariant couplings between the particle -pairs 
electron-neutrino (ve) (a doublet in isotopic space, 
denoted hereafter as 11 ), muon -neutrino ( VJ.l. ) (the 
doublet 12 ), and proton -neutron (the doublet B). 
Without including hyperons* in our discu.ssion, let 
us make the assumption that the Hamiltonian of 
the four-fermion interactions has the following 
form: 

H = g [(B":OB) + (l1":0l1) + (L2":0l2)]2 

= g [(B":OB) (B":OB) +(l1":0l 1)(~":0ll) + (~":Ol2) (/;":0!2)] 

+ 2g [(B":OB) (4":0!1) + (B":OB) (l~":Ol~) 

(1) 

where T is the vector matrix of the isotopic spin, 
and 0 = YJJ. ( 1 ±y5 ). The expression (1) for the Ham
iltonian excludes the unobserved decay of the J.1. 

meson into three electrons, satisfies the require
ments of Lorentz and isotopic invariance and of 
the conservation of chirality in the weak interac-

*The question of the possibility of including the hyperons 
in the general scheme of four-fermion interactions will be con
sidered in another place. 

tions, 5 and is invariant with respect to any inter
changes of the types 11 :;:::: 12, 11,2 :;:::: B. The ex
pression (1) leads to the following interactions: 

H = g l(oON) (eDv) + UI!Op) (vOp.) 

+ (vOp.) (eOv) + Herm. c. 

+(g/2) [(NOp) (pON) + (eOe) (P:Ov-) + 2 (pOp) (vOv) 

-2 (NON) (vOv)- (jiOp) (eOe)- (pOp) ([i:Ov.) 

+(NON) (eOe) +(NON) (p:Op.)J 

+(g 1 4)[(eOe) (eOe) + ([i:Ov-) (P:Ov) + 4 (VOv) (VOv) 

+(pOp) (pOp)+ (NON) (NON)]. (2) 

In addition to the first-order parity-nonconser
vation effects considered by Zel'dovich,4 the Hamil
tonian (2) leads to other analogous effects, for ex
ample to parity nonconservation in the scattering 
of electrons by electrons and positrons, to a dis
placement of levels of different parities in positro
nium, etc. A characteristic feature is that Eq. (2) 
does not contain the terms for scattering of neu
trinos by electrons,* ( eOv ) (!JOe ) , which were 
proposed by Gell-Mann and Feynman.6 It also 
follows from Eq. (2) that in the four-fermion in
teraction there are three different constants for 
the three types of coupling terms, those contain
ing four different fermions (g), two different 
fermions (g/2 ), and just one single fermion 
( g/ 4). An exception to this rule is seen in the 
terms containing neutrinos. 

*Such terms could be kept if we were to change the sign of 
the third term (72 T:0l2 ) in the first expression (1). Then, how
ever, Eq. (2) would lack the terms for scattering of neutrinos 
by nucleons and by neutrinos themselves, and the symmetry of 
the interaction would be destroyed. 
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2. How plausible is the assumption of the ex
istence of the isotopic doublets ( ve ) and ( Vf.l ) ? 
Clearly the strangest thing about this is that the 
same particle v occurs in two isotopic doublets. 
Let us assume that we have here two different 
neutrinos v1 and v2, so that what we are speak
ing of is the two pairs Z1 = (v1e-) and 12 

= ( v2J.t- ). Instead of Eqs. (2) and (1) we then have: 

H = g [(pON) (e0v1) + (NOp) fV20p.) 

+ (~Op.) (e0v1) +Herm. cJ 

+ (g/2) [(e0v1) (V10e) + (iJ.Ov2) G20p.)- (eOe) (~Ov2) 

- (iLOp.) (v10v1) + (NOp) (j)ON) + (eOe) (iLOp.) 

+(NON) (eOe) +(NON) (~Ov-)- (pOp) (eOe) 

-(Pop) (iLOp.) + (pOp) (v10v1) + (pOp) (~Ov2) 

-(NON) (V";_Ov1) -(NON) (~Ov2) + (V";_Ov1) (V";Ov2)l 

+(g /4) [(eOe) (eOe) +(r}:Op.) (iLOp.) +(pOp) (pOp) 

+(NON) (NON)+ (V";_Ov1) (V";_Ov1) + (~Ov2) (v20v2)]. (3) 

Unlike the expre_ssion (2), the Hamiltonian (3) 
contains no exceptions to the rule state above, and 
there is scattering of neutrinos by electrons and 
by f.l mesons. By what do v1 and v2 differ? 
A theoretically permissible assumption is that 
they differ in the value of the chirality (y5vt,2 

= ± v1, 2 ) while having the same leptonic charge.* 
This assumption, however, leads to a contradiction 
with the experimental data on the spectrum of the 
electrons from f.l decay (it gives the Michel pa
rameter p = 0 ) . 

We shall show that the existing experimental 
data do not contradict the alternative theoretical 
hypothesis, namely that while having the same 
chirality v1 and v2 have different leptonic 
charges. In this case the leptonic charges will 
also be opposite for the electron and f.l meson when 
the electric charges are the same.* The proper
ties of the leptons are conveniently shown in a 
table. 

Here lz is the isotopic spin projection, 1 is 
the leptonic charge, y5 is the chirality in the weak 
interactions, 5 e is the electric charge, and S is 
the "strangeness" calculated by the formula e 
= lz + 1/2 + S/2. A particularly significant fact is 
that the data of this table, together with the require-

*The concept of leptonic charge was first introduced in a 
paper by Konopinski and Mahmoud.7 

tThe assumption that electrons and IL mesons ofthe same 
electric charge differ in their values of another ("neutrino") 
charge was suggested by Zel'dovich in 1953.8 

. 
e- -1/2 -1 +1 -1 0 
vl 1/2 -1 +1 0 0 

1-' - -1/2 +1 +1 -1 -2 
v2 1/2 +1 +1 0 -2 
e+ 1/2 +1 -1 +1 0 
~ 

-1/2 +1 -1 0 0 '~1 

~ 1/2 -1 -1 +1 +2 
'~2 -1/2 -1 -1 0 +2 

ments of conservation of electric charge, leptonic 
charge, and chirality, uniquely determine the char
acter of the f.l decay, f.l-- e- + 'i/1 + v2, and give 
rigorous selection rules that forbid various unob
served reactions involving leptons:* 

[J.-+e+"(, p.-+e+2v, p.->e+e++e-, 
K~rr+e-+p.+, p+e~p+v-, A0 ~n+tJ.+e 

and so on. The reaction n + v- p + e is impos
sible with the neutrino produced in f.l capture. 
Since leptons can occur in all the interactions only 
in the isotopic pairs ( v1e) and ( v2J.t), it is impos
sible for the neutrinos produced in the f.l decay 
of .~ mesons ( ~ - f.l ± ± v2 ) to react with nu
cleons (or nuclei) to produce electrons; that is, 

"' + -the reactions p + v2 - n + e , n + V2 - P + e 
are impossible. 6t The fact that f.l+ mesons do not 
annihilate with atomic electrons finds a natural ex-
planation. 

If we start with our classification of leptons into 
isotopic doublets, the expression for the Hamilto
nian of the four-fermion interactions involving only 
leptons and nucleons is uniquely determined in the 
form (1), on the basis of the requirements of Lo
rentz and isotopic invariance, conservation of chi
rality, conservation of the leptonic charge, and in
variance of the interaction with respect to any in
terchanges of the type Z1 ~ Z2, 11, 2 ~ B (univer
sality of the interaction ) . t 

In conclusion we point out the following. In a 
paper by Goldhaber9 the hypothesis is suggested 
that fermions have a "doublet" character, and that 

*It is not hard to verify that all five of the reactions 

1-'--> e + 2v1.2' 1-'--> e + 2~. 2 • 1~--> e + v, + ~2· 
are forbidden. 

tit is not hard to show that interactions between nucleons 
(or nuclei) and the neutrinos produced in the decay of slow 
11 mesons cannot lead to the production of observable leptons 
(electrons or IL mesons). 

:t:For the choices of "particles" and "antiparticles," and 
also for the choice of the sign of the operator 0, we appeal 
to experiment. The experimental value of the Michel parameter 
forces us to take simultaneously as "particles" (11,e-) and 
(112/L-). 6 The left-hand screw neutrino in f3 decay corresponds 
to the sign "+" in the operator 0. 
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"doublets" of the type ( ep, ) (the electron and p, 
meson were regarded as two states of the same 
particle) can also occur in the case of the heavy 
fermions. Accordingly, it was suggested that 
there be an experimental search for the heavier 
component of the proton doublet. From the point 
of view of.the theory presented here, with two 
neutrinos, this question is obviously settled in 
the sense that the situation in the lepton case 
cannot be repeated, since it is due to the peculi
arities of the neutrinos: in this sense the existence 
of the p, meson is a direct consequence of parity 
nonconservation. * 

The writer is deeply grateful to Ya. B. Zel'do
vich for his attention and interest in this work, to 
I. S. Shapiro and L. B. Okun' for discussion and 
criticism, and to V. A. Yakovlev for support. 

*If we put fn correspondence with the "ordinary" lepton 
doublet (111e) a nucleonic isotopic doublet (lip), then the ana
logue of the "strange" lepton doublet will be (E"Er). 
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